"She Walks in Beauty"

for Soprano, Trumpet* and Piano (1988 - ca 7")

(* the soprano and trumpet parts with the chamber ensemble are slightly different than with the piano version)

STANLEY FRIEDMAN (*1951)
Text: Lord Byron (1788-1824)

Slowly, tenderly, with rubato

She walks in beauty like the evening star,

Morning fair; she speaks in flowers; she is the returning light

of cloudless skies; and all that's best of dark and bright

* recommend Denis Wick adjustable cup.
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meet in her aspect and her eyes:
thus mel- lowed to that ten- der light
which

heaven to gau- dy day
dec- nies.
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"She Walks in Beauty"

for Soprano, Trumpet* and Piano (1988 - ca 7')

(* the trumpet part with the chamber ensemble is slightly different than with the piano version)

Slowly, tenderly, with rubato
con sord.(cup) * 6
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